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Abstract
Having end-to-end (E2E) models emit the start and end times of
words on-device is important for various applications. This un-
solved problem presents challenges with respect to model size,
latency and accuracy. In this paper, we present an approach to
word timings by constraining the attention head of the Listen,
Attend, Spell (LAS) 2nd-pass rescorer [1]. On a Voice-Search
task, we show that this approach does not degrade accuracy
compared to when no attention head is constrained. In addi-
tion, it meets on-device size and latency constraints. In compar-
ison, constraining the alignment with a 1st-pass Recurrent Neu-
ral Network Transducer (RNN-T) model to emit word timings
results in quality degradation. Furthermore, a low-frame-rate
conventional acoustic model [2], which is trained with a con-
strained alignment and is used in many applications for word
timings, is slower to detect start and end times compared to our
proposed 2nd-pass LAS approach.

1. Introduction
End-to-end (E2E) models have shown very promising results on
a variety of speech recognition tasks [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. These
models attempt to fold the acoustic, pronunciation and language
models (AM, LM, PM) of a conventional system into one neu-
ral network. They are particularly attractive for on-device ap-
plications, as they are a fraction of the size of a conventional
cloud-based system [2]. E2E models also bring added latency
and privacy benefits compared to conventional cloud-based sys-
tems. To date these models have been deployed for applications
such as assistant, dictation and video transcription [3, 4].

While E2E models have the simplicity and size benefits
compared to conventional models, this simplicity can come at a
cost. For example, because the model is not trained with align-
ments, like a conventional model, the model often delays its
output predictions. This makes it very difficult to get the timing
of words, which is needed for many transcription applications.
Since conventional models are trained with a phoneme align-
ment, it is very straightforward to get accurate word timings.

There are numerous challenges in estimating word timings
from hypotheses emitted from E2E models on-device. First,
there is a size constraint that the word timing model must fit
on device. Therefore, using a large conventional model to do
a forced alignment from the top hypothesis is not a viable so-
lution. In addition, having a post-processing module after the
final recognition hypothesis increases overall latency, which is
not preferable. Finally, constraining the alignment restricts the
freedom of the model and could lead to a loss in quality [10],
which is also not desired.

In light of these constraints, we explore emitting word tim-
ings by using a 2nd-pass model. Recently, a 2-pass RNN-
T+LAS model was proposed in [1], where LAS rescores hy-
potheses from RNN-T in very minimal time (< 200ms). Re-
cently, this model was launched for on-device assistant appli-

cations, as it allowed the E2E model to achieve a better quality
and latency tradeoff compared to a conventional model [3].

The attention probabilities in LAS learn an alignment be-
tween the audio and predicted subword units (i.e., graphemes,
wordpieces, etc.). We look to constrain the attention probabil-
ities of LAS based on word level alignments, allowing us to
obtain the start and end time of each word. Our idea to use at-
tention probabilities for word alignments is also motivated by
previous work in machine translation [11], which learns word
alignments from attention probabilities.

Our experiments are conducted on a Voice Search task.
We find that constraining the alignment of the 1st-pass RNN-
T model results in a quality degradation. In comparison, con-
straining the attention head of the LAS rescorer does not result
in any quality degradation. In addition, the predicted word start
and end times are on average within less than 100ms of ground
truth start and end times. In comparison, a conventional model
[2], commonly used to obtain word timings, has predicted start
and end word times that are within 170ms of the ground truth
start and end times.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The 2-pass
model architecture is presented in Section 2. Section 3 describes
the various word timings models explored. Experiments and re-
sults are presented in Section 4 and Section 5, respectively. Fi-
nally, Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses future work.

2. Two-Pass E2E Architecture
The two-pass architecture [1] used in this work is illustrated
in Figure 1. The input acoustic frames are denoted as x =
(x1 . . .xT ), where xt ∈ R128 is a frame of log-mel filterbank
energies and T is the number of frames. We denote the ground-
truth label sequence of length U as y = (y1, . . . , yU ), where
yu ∈ Z and Z corresponds to the set of word-piece [12] output
units.

Figure 1: Two-Pass Architecture

Training takes place in two stages. First, the shared encoder
and RNN-T decoder are trained to maximize P (yr = y|x).
Next, the shared encoder is held fixed and the additional en-
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coder (AE) + LAS decoder (including the attention context) are
trained to maximize P (yl = y|x). We add the AE since it
is found to be useful to adapt the encoder output to be more
suitable for LAS 2nd-pass models. Decoding is performed in
two passes. In the first pass each acoustic frame xt is passed
through a shared encoder, consisting of a multi-layer LSTM,
to get output es

t , which is passed to the RNN-T decoder which
emits yr in a streaming fashion. In the second pass, the shared
encoder output for all frames, es = (es

1 . . . e
s
T ) is passed to a

small AE to generate ea = (ea
1 . . . e

a
T ), which is then passed

to a non-causal attention module to compute a context vector
cu which summarizes the encoder features ea for a each output
step u ∈ U .

In this work, the LAS decoder runs in rescoring mode,
meaning decoder consumes the top-K hypotheses from the
RNN-T decoder. The LAS decoder computes a score for each
hypothesis by evaluating the network in teacher-forcing mode,
with attention on ea. The resulting score combines the log prob-
ability of the sequence and the attention coverage penalty [13].
The sequence with the highest LAS score is chosen as the final
output sequence.

3. Word Timing Models
3.1. Developing a Constrained Alignment Matrix

One challenge with word timings is that we need to emit the
start and end of each word. Each word is tokenized into word-
pieces, and often an entire word (e.g. Google) can be repre-
sented by a single wordpiece (e.g. Google). If we estimate
word timings by looking at the time each wordpiece was emit-
ted, using wordpieces makes it difficult to detect both start and
end times. It should be noted that using graphemes, which ex-
plicitly model silence characters between words, can better help
detect start and end times. However, our choice of wordpieces
over graphemes is mainly due to improved accuracy, faster de-
coding [4] and contextual biasing [14].

Therefore to allow wordpiece models to emit word timings,
we introduce a <wb> symbol before each word in the tran-
script. Thus the transcript the cat sat </s> now be-
comes <wb> the <wb> cat <wb> sat</s> .

A second challenge with word timings is that our E2E mod-
els are trained to emit wordpieces. However, the alignment in-
formation for each utterance comes from performing a forced
alignment with a conventional model [2] against the true word
sequence, and this alignment is at the phoneme and word level
only. Because we really only care about the start and end of
each word, we constrain the <wb> token associated with each
word to occur as close to the beginning of word alignment. Sim-
ilarly, the last wordpiece of each word or the </s> symbol is
constrained to occur as close to the end of the word alignment
as possible. All other wordpieces in the word are constrained to
occur anywhere within the start/end of the word.

Given a ground truth start/end time ttruth for each word,
we allow a tunable tbuffer to the left and right of this time to get
a an allowable (tustart, t

u
end) pair for each wordpiece unit u. In

other words tustart = tutruth− tubuffer and tuend = tutruth + tubuffer.
Figure 2 shows a picture of a constrained alignment matrix with
these pairs for each unit. For each unit u ∈ U and time t ∈
T , we will denote each element in the constrained alignment
matrix as c(u, t). c(u, t) takes value 1 at places of allowable
alignment and 0 otherwise.

Next, we discuss how to apply a constrained alignment ma-
trix to both 1st-pass RNN-T and 2nd-pass LAS training.

Figure 2: Constrained Alignment

3.2. Constrained Alignment with RNN-T

RNN-T generates a U × T matrix logPRNN−T (y|x) across
all labels y = (y1, . . . , yU ) and time frames x = (x1 . . .xT ).
This matrix represents all possible alignments of time frames
and labels. Constraining the allowed alignments in this U × T
matrix results in training RNN-T with a constrained alignment.
This idea has been explored previously for both CTC training
[15] and training RNN-T to emit the </s> label early [10].

Using the constrained alignment matrix from Section 3.1,
we constrain logPRNN−T (y|x) in 2 ways. Extending the work
of [10], first each ground-truth start times tustart, is defined as
the frame index with the maximum non-zero index in c(u, t).
In other words

tustart = argmin
t

c(u, t) (1)

Next for all times t and units u, we linearly penalize the
distance between the predicted time t and the true start time
tustart, whereαearly is a hyper parameter that controls the weight
for the early penalty. This linear penalty is multiplied by 1 −
c(u, t) so that we only penalize in places where the alignment
is not allowed (i.e., c(u, t) = 0). The total penalty is given by
Equation 2.

Pearly =

U−1∑
u=0

tustart−1∑
t=0

max(0, αearly×(1−c(u, t))×(tustart−t))

(2)

Similarly, we also use a late penalty to penalize for emitting
too late. The ground-truth end time tend time is defined as

tuend = argmax
t

c(u, t) (3)

Using this, the late penalty is defined as follows:

Plate =

U−1∑
u=0

T−1∑
t=tu

end

max(0, αlate× (1− c(u, t))× (t− tuend))

(4)

where αlate is a hyper parameter that controls the weight for the
late penalty.

During training, the total log probability of a RNN-T model
with early and late penalty is hence a summation of three terms,
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as shown in Equation 5. The RNN-T model is optimized using
the forward-backward algorithm [6].

logPRNN−T (y|x)− = (Pearly + Plate). (5)

During decoding, a frame synchronous beam search is used
for RNN-T, which means at each time frame RNN-T emits a set
of optional labels followed by blank. This ensure that we know
the time frame that each non-blank label was emitted. Word
start times are calculated by finding the location of <wb> to-
kens, and word-end times as the last wordpiece for each word
or the </s> token for the last word.

3.3. Constrained LAS attention head

In LAS, the alignment is done via the attention mechanism,
which produces a U × T matrix representing the alignment of
the audio encoder features against the labels. We can constrain
alignment in LAS by constraining the attention probability to
the true alignment constraint matrix in Section 3.1. Our LAS
models use multi-head attention (MHA) [16], which we have
previously found to work well [1, 5] with LAS. We explore con-
straining just one of the attention heads, so the other attention
heads have freedom to look anywhere within the utterance. We
did not run any experiments constraining more than one atten-
tion head since we wanted to give other heads the same freedom
as an unconstrained model since they were not be used to cal-
culated word timings.

During training, given attention probabilities for selected
“constrained” attention head a(u, t) and the ground-truth con-
strained alignment matrix c(u, t) for all (u, t) pairs, we penal-
ize a(u, t) if it is non-zero when the true constrained alignment
c(u, t)is zero. In other worse, the attention alignment loss is
calculated as follows, where β is a hyperparameter controlling
the weight of the attention loss.

Lattention = β ×
T∑

t=1

U∑
u=1

a(u, t)× (1− c(u, t)). (6)

During training, the total log loss of a LAS model includes
the standard LAS loss, PLAS(y|x), as well as the attention loss.
The LAS model optimized using a cross-entropy criterion.

L = logPLAS(y|x) + Lattention. (7)

During decoding, a label synchronous beam search is used
for LAS, which means that it emits a unit u at each step in
the beam search. The word timing for each unit is calculated
by finding the index (i.e., time) that gives the maximum con-
strained attention head probability for this unit. Similar to
RNN-T, word star times are calculated from the timing of <wb>
and word end times from the time of the last wordpiece in each
word or </s> token.

While the constrained alignment is somewhat monotonic
in training, we cannot ensure this in decoding. Therefore, to
obtain monotonic word timings, we modify the alignment times
in a post-processing step after initial word timings are obtained
from the attention heads. Specifically, if wordpiece units a b
are such that a is emitted at t = 10 and b is emitted as t = 3,
we modify the timing of b to be t = 10.

4. Experimental Details
4.1. Data Sets

The training set used for experiments, the same as [17], con-
sists of multi-domain utterances spanning domains of search,

farfield, telephony and YouTube English utterances. The search
and farfield utterances are anonymized and hand-transcribed,
and are representative of Google’s voice search traffic. This
data set is created by artificially corrupting clean utterances us-
ing a room simulator, adding varying degrees of noise and re-
verberation such that the overall SNR is between 0dB and 30dB,
with an average SNR of 12dB [18]. The noise sources are from
YouTube and noisy environmental recordings. To obtain align-
ment information for each utterance, a forced alignment is done
with a conventional low frame rate (LFR) model [2].

Evaluation is done on a Voice Search Mechanical Turk set
with around 1,200 utterances. The data is anonymized and
hand-transcribed.

4.2. Modeling

All experiments use 128-dimensional log-Mel features, com-
puted with a 32ms window and shifted every 10ms. Similar
to [17], features for each frame are stacked with 3 frames to the
left and then downsampled by three to a 30ms frame rate.

The encoder network follows [1], consisting of 8 LSTM
layers, where each layer has 2,048 hidden units followed by a
640-dimensional projection layer. We insert a time-reduction
layer (by a factor of 2) after the second encoder LSTM layer.
This ensures that all encoder features (and subsequent decoder
steps) occur at a 60ms frame rate. The RNN-T decoder con-
tists of a prediction network and a joint network. The predic-
tion network has 2 LSTM layers of 2,048 hidden units and a
640-dimensional projection per layer as well as an embedding
layer of 128 units. The outputs of encoder and prediction net-
work are fed to a 640 hidden unit joint network. The additional
LAS-specific AE consists of 2 LSTM layers. The LAS decoder
consists of multi-head attention [16] with four attention heads,
computing context vectors which are fed into 2 LSTM layers
of 2,048 hidden units with 640-dimensional projection. It has
an embedding layer of 96 units. Both decoders are trained to
predict 4,096 word pieces [12], which are derived from a large
corpus of text.

The total size of the RNN-T model is 114M parameters and
the second-pass LAS decoder is 33M parameters. All models
are trained in Tensorflow [19] using the Lingvo [20] toolkit on
a v2-128 Cloud TPU slice with a global batch size of 4,096.

The parameters αearly, αlate, β in Equations 2, 4 and 6 are
all tuned. We find 0.1 to be an optimal value. The behavior
when changing the parameter tbuffer (i.e., the delay from the
ground truth target ttruth) will be explored in Section 5.

4.3. Measuring Word Timings

As discussed in Section 3, start and end times of each word are
estimated by looking at the time of the <wb> and last wordpiece
or </s> token for each word, which can be calculated for LAS
and RNN-T. These timings are then compared with word align-
ments obtained by running force alignment on the same data set
with a conventional LFR model [2]. We then compare the word
timings of matching transcripts from the ground truth and our
model by looking at the differences in start time and end time
for every matching word. We use these two separate measure-
ments to allow us to differentiate whether the model is delaying
the start or end of each word.

We measure the accuracy of word timings with 4 metrics.
Average Start Time Delta (Ave. ST∆) is the average start time
change between the ground truth word time start and RNN-T
word time start. Average End Time Delay (Ave. ET ∆) is
similar but for the end time of the word. Percentage of Word
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Start Times Less than 200ms (% WS< 200ms) is the % of word
start times that are less than 200ms. Finally, percentage of Word
End Times Less than 200ms (% WE < 200ms) is the same for
word end times. Good word timing models typically have these
last two metrics as close to 99% as possible.

5. Results
5.1. Inserting Word Boundary Token

Since generating word alignments requires us to train with a
<wb> token to generate the start and end of each word, we first
ensure that training with this token (without constraining align-
ment) does not degrade accuracy. Table 1 shows results with
and without <wb> . Note that for the LAS rescoring models
(B1 and E1), RNN-T is trained without <wb> . Instead, once
hypotheses are generated from RNN-T, a known <wb> token is
inserted between words to be rescored by the E1 LAS + <wb>
model. The table shows that inserting a <wb> token does not
degrade accuracy for both RNN-T and LAS. This is a first but
important step in allowing us to train a model to emit word tim-
ings without possible degradations.

ID Model WER
B0 RNN-T 23.2
E0 RNN-T + <wb> 23.2
B1 LAS 23.2
E1 LAS + <wb> 23.0

Table 1: WER inserting <wb> token.

5.2. RNN-T Alignment

Next, we explore both WER and latency tradeoffs when we
constrain RNN-T alignment. Table 2 shows WER and latency
metrics as we vary tbuffer. Since the output rate of wordpieces
is clocked at 60ms, setting tbuffer = 3 results in a delay of
180ms from the ground truth time ttruth. The results show that
a smaller buffer leads to more accurate word timing, but also
more word errors.

ID E0 E2 E3 E4
buffer time (ms) none 180ms 360ms 540ms

WER 23.2 24.8 24.1 22.8
Ave. ST ∆ 355.9 169.7 278.1 321.2
Ave. ET ∆ 292.3 173.2 189.2 212.1

% WS < 200ms 18.7 86.7 39.1 36.66
% WE < 200ms 29.5 70.8 67.2 55

Table 2: Word Timing for RNN-T alignment

5.3. LAS Alignment

In this section, we analyze the WER versus latency tradeoff
when we constrain one attention head with LAS rescoring. Ta-
ble 3 shows these metrics as we vary the tbuffer time. The
table shows that as the delay time increases, WER decreases
but latency metrics increase. A delay of 180ms (E6) gives the
best tradeoff between WER and latency. In addition, constrain-
ing alignment with LAS rescoring does not result in a quality
degradation, like it does for RNN-T shown in Table 2. The E6
model has an average Ave. ST/ET ∆ below 100ms, and
the % WS/WE < 200ms is close to 99%.

ID E1 E5 E6 E7
buffer time (ms) none 60ms 180ms 300ms

WER 23.0 22.9 22.7 22.8
Ave. ST ∆ - 60.3 54.8 327.2
Ave. ET ∆ - 98.7 92.7 88.2

% WS < 200ms - 99.5 99.3 58.6
% WE < 200ms - 99.3 98.7 56.2

Table 3: Word Timing for LAS alignment

5.4. Analysis

5.4.1. Comparison With Conventional Model

We compare the latency and WER of LAS rescoring to a con-
ventional model [2] in Table 4. The table indicates that LAS
rescoring not only has an improved WER compared to the con-
ventional model, but also has more accurate word timings. One
hypothesis for this is that LAS is able to see the entire utter-
ance and acts as a post-processing rescoring step. Therefore,
seeing the entire utterance allows for more accuracy word tim-
ings compared to a conventional model which produces word
timings in the 1st-pass.

ID B2 E6
Model Conv LAS
WER 23.0 22.7

Ave. ST ∆ 170.7 54.8
Ave. ET ∆ 156.3 92.7

% WS < 200ms 54.8 99.3
% WE < 200ms 74.2 98.7

Table 4: Word Timing: LAS vs. Conventional

5.4.2. Attention Head

Figure 3 shows a plot of the constrained ground truth alignment
c(u, t) (red) and the constrained attention head (black), for a
specific utterance. The figure shows that the attention head is
quite well aligned with ground truth times. This shows us visu-
ally as well using the attention head to constrain the alignment
does indeed result in accuracy word timings.

Figure 3: Constrained Alignment (red) overlayed with Attention
Head Probabilities (black)

6. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented an approach to having end-to-end
models emit word timings by constraining the attention head
of a LAS 2nd-pass rescorer. We found that the word timings
from this method were more accurate than a conventional model
baseline, while not increasing error rate or result latency of our
two-pass system.
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